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Abstract - Security for women has turned into a significant issue as the quantity of violations over women and young girls 
expanding step by step. This paper depicts about females wellbeing and their security by utilizing electronic gadget to both 
distinguish The issue and sending alerts. This paper proposes another viewpoint to utilize innovation to safeguard women. we 
utilize an android based advanced mobile phone with a coordinated component that caution and give area based Information. This 
Document depict GPS and GSM based "women  Security System "that gives the blend of GPS gadgets as-well-as give cautions and 
message. At the point when someone is in a tough situation They Only need to shake the phone ,after that a message alert is 
shipped off to the Register Contact rundown and a days a message "I'm In TROUBLE PLEASE HELP ME" Now daily security of 
women is turning out to be extremely poor, but with the assistance of this Application The undertaking was improvement. In 
Android Which Graphical User Interface it give the degree of unwavering quality, accessibility and similarity .All these make 
Android a suitable language for this project since Android language depends on JAVA language.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Ladies are achieved at preparing assorted bunches for regular causes. They frequently work across racial, hallowed, stubborn, 
and scholarly partitions to empower peacefulness. We know about significance of ladies' security, however we should perceive 
that they ought to be very much gotten. A Lady isn't a lot of strong when contrasted with men actually, experiencing the same 
thing and necessities some assistance to assuage them. The most ideal way to limit chances in turning into a survivor of savage 
wrongdoing (burglary, rape, assault, aggressive behavior at home) is to recognize and approach assets to help you out of risky 
circumstances. Whether you are in moment inconvenience or got isolated from companions during night and don't have the 
foggiest idea how to return home, having these applications on your telephone can decrease your gamble and bring help when 
you require it. 
 
In the illumination of late shock in Delhi which shook the country and woke us to the wellbeing issues for our girls, public are 
equipping playful in various ways to retaliate. A multitude of new applications have been created to give security frameworks 
to ladies on their phones. Here, we present an android application that guarantees the wellbeing of ladies. It decreases the 
gamble and helps us deprived by distinguishing the area of individual who is at serious risk. 

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW  

Koss et al. [1] concentrated on the adjustment of the memory example of genuinely mishandled ladies. A review was directed 
on ladies working in clinical trots and colleges, and so on. Results demonstrated that after the provocation, the casualty 
memory is impacted: "lucidity" and "sharpness". Creators depicted that post-provocation, actual side effects and mental strain 
are high. Mezey [2] distributed a paper on treating component for provocation casualty. Mental post-badgering impact 
incorporates wretchedness, nervousness, and sexual brokenness. Consequently, the point of the creator is to recuperate the 
soundness of the casualty to the ordinary condition. The creators finish up saying that emotional wellness expert can know 
about the historical backdrop of past actual maltreatment and jabbering. Sudderth's [3] study depends on subjective 
investigation of interview with 30 assault survivors, who had been bothered by men. The centre of this study is that the 
casualty individuals are really feeling pessimistic while talking about their unpleasant minutes that they looked in badgering. 
They feel reluctant to impart their experience to other people. Loads of overviews say that a casualty individual, particularly 
more youthful casualties, doesn't go and objection in police headquarters. Indeed, even they don't feel great when shares their 
experience till extensive time. A definitive motivation behind this examination is "recuperation process". Deceiving survivors 
abstain from uncovering actuating feeling associated with provocation. Casualty individuals wonder whether or not to share 
their experience as a result of disgrace joined to being a badgering casualty. The goal of the examination by Shipherd and Gayle 
Beck[4] is to defeated post-horrible pressure issue in light of badgering. The review report says that individuals become more 
restless, discouraged, and troubled all through. They can't dispose of provocation related considerations. This review by Brad 
Passage (2000) says that individuals who had encountered kid misuse are more discouraged liquor misuse and dating 
pressure. In the study by Campbell et al. [5], 102 provocation survivors were evaluated about friendly response and loved ones 
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support post-badgering. The help from society and companions are unimportant. Rather than giving consideration and help in 
regards to genuinely and intellectually, they (society and companions) lead them into hopelessness by giving negative protests 
and accusing. The study presumes that the help from society as well as the companion and family didn't sufficient. The primary 
motivation behind Schewe (2002) review is creating cocurricular from Middleware School to secondary school. Wasco [6] 
featured the restriction of injury reaction and utilizations of post-horrible pressure in individuals who are annoyed. The 
concentrate by Sochting [7] implemented to give badgering avoidance projects to young ladies. The vast majority of the North 
American Colleges give need to change ladies mentality, by instructing them about provocation counteraction methods. 

2. IMPLEMENTATION  

The absolute assessment should be possible in three significant advances which are portrayed independently. Assessment 
portrays the entire working of the application in three significant stages. 

The main significant advance is to enter the contact subtleties in the application made. Those contacts can be our family 
members, companions and boss cop of the specific city the individual we live in. Whenever the application is introduced in the 
PDA interestingly the above contact subtleties ought to be given. The application will save the given data. 

The subsequent significant advance is to send the GPS data (GPS data can be as the Co-ordinates or the URL which prompts the 
area of the individual any stock guide application in any semblance of outsider application like Google, Nokia and so on) to the 
enrolled contacts at peril times or when the individual is required to have been saved. This progression is followed just when 
the salvage button is squeezed in application. The entire course of this progression is done just when the gadget is associated 
with the legitimate versatile organization and area administration in the gadget is turned on (GPS). 

 The third significant advance involves work done in sending the message containing area URL ceaselessly to the enlisted 
contacts. Here, we have established the point in time stretch as 5minutes, so for at regular intervals of time-pass, SMS is 
shipped off the enlisted contacts. In this manner the specific area of the individual can be followed by the application 
ceaselessly which is the essential point of the proposed framework and the individual can be helped. 

2.1 Uniqueness  

In the current frameworks, we have referenced numerous Android applications having comparable component to my 
application. In that large number of uses, casualty's area is sent just a single time to the enlisted contacts in various structures 
like SMS, However in circumstances, the casualty may not be kept at one spot standing, she might move around. Thus, in that 
multitude of uses, we can know just a single area following the beginning of the application, yet for all intents and purposes 
after at some point she may not be available at that spot. The one of a kind element of my application is area is sent consistently 
for each five minutes. So, regardless of whether the lady is made to move around in the city, as a result of this element of 
constant area following, she can be safeguarded rapidly and securely. Likewise, one of the contacts will get a call, in some cases 
there might be opportunity for individuals not seeing the SMS, but rather in the wake of getting the call they get ready and can 
take a gander at the SMS and can distinguish that their almost ones is in peril rapidly. 

Fig -1: Screenshort of the app 
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2.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM:   

To develop a system for android users for keeping track through several applications. This application uses GPS for 
identifying the location of the person in trouble and the system can be divided into two modules:  

1. First module can be the victim’s phone i.e. the root device which uses 3G/2G data connection for tracking the location 
of the victim through GPS.   

2. Second module can be the mobile phone of registered contacts either police or friends or family members which 
receives the message containing URL of location of victim that is sent from the root device.  

Fig -2: Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 We are carrying out the Women Safety in android framework by the utilizing GPS Location android with Mobile. Already we 
are Facing such countless issues to track down the area of the client or ladies. So that here is the application which will assist 
with tracking down the specific area of the individual alongside their scope and longitude. In this manner finding the individual 
when there is a crisis is more straightforward with this application.  
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